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In the first part of this thesis, we consider using the inexact Newton-like 
method for solving the inverse eigenvalue problem. The inverse eigenvalue prob-
lem can be posed as solving a nonlinear system. Our method can minimize the 
oversolving problem of Newton-like methods and hence improve the efficiency. 
We give the convergence analysis of the method, and provide numerical tests to 
illustrate the improvement over Newton-like methods. 
In the second part of this thesis, we present a watermarking scheme for em-
bedding digital seal images into the DCT coefficients of a digital image. This 
scheme does not require original image to extract the embedded image. Experi-
mental results show that our watermarking scheme is robust to various kinds of 
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1.1 Paper I 
Inverse eigenvalue problems arise in many physical and social science applications. 
For example the inverse Sturm-Liouville problem [2], educational testing problem, 
and inverse vibrating string problem [3]. In Paper I, we consider the inverse 
eigenvalue problem of the following type. Let be n real symmetric nxn 
matrices. Given any vector c 二（Ci, C2，... ’ c j in define 
n 
j=i 
Denote the eigenvalues of A{c) by {AJg^i with the ordering Ai S 入2 S •.. S An-
Then the inverse eigenvalue problem is defined as follow: For n given real numbers 
{\*}?二1 where A^  < • • • < A；, find a vector c* G such that A^(c*) = A* for 
?/ — 1) . . . ) Tl/. 
In Friedland, Nocedal and Overton [1], the inverse eigenvalue problem is posed 
as solving the nonlinear system 




Several Newton-type methods are given in that paper. The first one is the New-
ton method and the second one is a quasi-Newton method based on the inverse 
power method. In Paper I, we first review the Newton method and quasi-Newton 
method they give in [1], Then we introduce our inexact Newton-like method. 
Also, convergence analysis is given and numerical result is presented. 
1.2 Paper II 
As computers are more and more integrated with networks, the distribution of 
digital media is becoming faster, easier, and requiring less effort to make exact 
copies. One of the major problems is the lack of effective copyright protection of 
multi media to discourage the illegal copy and distribution. 
Digital watermarking has been proposed as a technique for inserting secret 
information into an image, which can be later extracted or detected for clarifying 
the ownership. 
Conventionally, digital watermarking techniques can be classified into two 
types. In the first type, the watermark is embedded into the spatial domain (see 
for instance [4]). For the second type, the watermarking technique embeds the 
watermark into the frequency domain (see for instance [5]). 
To achieve the maximum protection of intellectual property with watermarked 
image, several requirements must be satisfied. First, the watermark should not 
alter the perceived quality of the image. Second, it should be detected and 
extracted only by the owner. Also, the watermark should be robust to general 
image operations and malicious watermark attacks. 
In Paper II，an invisible watermarking scheme is proposed. We first introduce 
some background knowledge which are needed for this paper. Then we present 
the insertion and retrieval procedures of our watermarking scheme. Some exper-
imental results are demonstrated while some other applications are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
The Inexact Newton-Like 
Method for Inverse Eigenvalue 
Problem 
2.1 Introduction 





and denote its eigenvalues by Ai(c) for i = 1，2’. •. ’ n with the ordering Ai(c) < 
入2(c) S . . . S An(c). The inverse eigenvalue problem (lEP) is defined as follows: 
For n given real numbers { A * w h e r e A^  < • • • < A*, find a vector c* G 脱“such 
that 入办*) 二入 f o r i = 1,. •., n. Our goal in this paper is to derive an efficient 
algorithm for solving the lEP. 
In Friedland, Nocedal, and Overton [3], the lEP is solved by applying a 
Newt on-like method, where in each Newton iteration (the outer iteration), we 
need to solve two linear systems: (i) the inverse power method to find the ap-
proximate eigenvectors of the current iterate, and (ii) to solve the approximate 
8 
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Jacobian equation. When n is large, the inversions are costly, and one may em-
ploy iterative methods to solve both systems (the inner iterations). Although 
iterative methods can reduce the complexity, it may oversolve the systems in 
the sense that the last few inner iterations before convergence may not improve 
the convergence of the outer Newton iteration, see [2]. The inexact Newton-
like method is a method that stops the inner iteration before convergence. By 
choosing suitable stopping criteria, we can minimize the total cost of the whole 
inner-outer iteration. 
In this paper, we give an inexact Newton-like method for solving the lEP. 
We show that our method converges superlinearly. In effect, we have shown that 
of the two inner iterations, the inverse power method to find the approximate 
eigenvectors can be solved very roughly, and it will not affect the convergence 
rate of the outer iteration. However, the accuracy of the second inner iteration, 
i.e. the solution to the approximate Jacobian equation, is the crucial one in 
governing the convergence of the outer iteration. 
This paper is organized as follows. In §2，we recall the Newton-like methods 
for solving the lEP. In §3，we introduce our inexact Newton-like method. The 
convergence analysis is given in §4 and we present our numerical results in §5. 
2.2 The Newton-Like Method 
In this section, we briefly recall the Newton and Newton-like methods for solving 
the lEP. For details, see [3]. For any c = (Ci, . . .，c^f e r , define f : M^ ^ R^ 
by 
f(c) = (Ai(c) 一 A!，…，A.(c)—入:f , 1 S z S n, (2.2) 
where Aj(c) are the eigenvalues of A(c) defined in (2.1) and A* are the given 
eigenvalues. Clearly, c* is a solution to the lEP if and only if f(c*) = 0. Therefore, 
we can formulate the lEP as a system of nonlinear equations f (c) = 0. 
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As in [3], we assume that the given eigenvalues {A*}JLi are distinct. Then the 
eigenvalues of A{c) are distinct too in some neighborhood of c*. It follows that 
the function f (c) is analytic in the same neighborhood and that the Jacobian of 
f is given by 
� “ dm], d\,{c) ^(.rdAjc) i < " . < n 
刷 L 广 = q 刺 a c 广 ( c ) , 1 … 仏 
where qi(c) are the normalized eigenvectors of A{c) corresponding to the eigen-
values A,(c), see [6, Eq. (4.6.2)] or [Ij. Hence by (2.1)， 
J(c)] l<z^j<n. (2.3) 
_ � i j 
Thus by (2.1) again, we have 
n 
[J(c)c], = = q,(c)^A(c)q,(c) = A,(c), 1 < t j < n, 
i.e. J(c)c = (Ai(c) , . . . , A , ( c ) f . By (2.2), this becomes 
J(c)c = f(c) + A*, (2.4) 
where 入* 三(久; 
Recall that the Newton method for f(c) = 0 is given by c ” = 
-f(c^). By (2.4), this can be rewritten as 
J ( c V + i 二 J ( c V - =入*. 
To summarize, we have the following Newton method for solving the lEP, see [3 . 
Algorithm 1: The Newton Method 
For k = 0 until convergence, do: 
1. Compute the eigen-decomposition of 
= diag(Ai(c^),. . . , An(c')), 
where Q(c” = [qi(c”，... , qn(c^)] is orthogonal. 
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2. Form the Jacohian matrix: [J{c%j = 
3. Solve cMi from the Jacobian equation: J(c”c科i 二 入 
This method converges quadratically, see for instance [6, Theorem 4.6.1]. No-
tice that in Step 1, we have to compute all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
A ( c ” exactly. In [3, 1], it was proven that if we only compute them approx-
imately, we still have the quadratic convergence. This results in the following 
Newton-like method. 
Algorithm 2: The Newton-Like Method 
1. Given c。，iterate Algorithm 1 once to obtain c^  and write = [q?, • • • , q � . 
2. For k = 1 until convergence, do: 
(a) Compute vf by the one-step inverse power method: 
( A ( c ' ) - X ; i ) v ^ = q t \ l < t < n . (2.5) 
(b) Normalize vf to obtain an approximate eigenvector qf of A{c^): 
fc 
q? = 1 < ^ < n. (2.6) 
(c) Form the approximate Jacobian matrix: [Jk]ij = (qfj^A^qf. 
(d) Solve C&+1 from the approximate Jacobian equation: 
4 c “ i = A*. (2.7) 
In (2.6) and also in the following, we use || . || to denote the 2-norm. 
2.3 The Inexact Newton-Like Method 
In deriving the quadratic convergence of Algorithm 2, it was assumed that the 
systems (2.5) and (2.7) are solved exactly, see [3, 1]. However, if n is large, one 
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may want to solve these systems by iterative methods. In that case, one may 
even be tempted to solve the systems only approximately to reduce the cost of 
the inner iterations. It is interesting to know how accurately one has to solve 
these systems in order to retain the superlinear convergence rate of the whole 
algorithm, and this is the main thesis of this paper. 
For a general nonlinear equation g(x) = 0，it was shown in [2] that the 
Jacobian equation 
J ( x ” ( x “ i - X ” 二-g(x” (2.8) 
need not be solved exactly. In fact, if (2.8) is to be solved by an iterative method, 
then the last few iterations before convergence are usually insignificant as far as 
the convergence of the (outer) Newton iteration is concerned. This oversolving 
of the (inner) Jacobian equation will cause a waste of time and does not improve 
the efficiency of the whole method. 
The inexact Newton-like method is derived precisely to avoid the oversolving 
problem in the inner iterations. Instead of solving (2.8) exactly, one solves it 
iteratively until a reasonable tolerance is reached. More precisely, one solves for 
a vector such that the residual 
r好 1 三 — x ^ + g ( x ” 
satisfies < r for some prescribed tolerance r. The tolerance is chosen 
carefully such that it is small enough to guarantee the convergence of the outer 
iterations, but large enough to reduce the oversolving problem of the inner iter-
ations. For more details, see [2 . 
Returning to Algorithm 2, there are two inner iterations: (2.5) and (2.7). 
In order to apply the idea in [2], we have to find suitable tolerances for both 
equations. We find that the tolerance for (2.5) can be set very large (to 1/4), 
whereas the tolerance for (2.7) has to be small in order to have a superlinear 
convergence for the outer iteration. Below we give our algorithm. We will prove 
in §4 that its convergence rate is equal to the parameter given in (2.14) below. 
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Algorithm 3: The Inexact Newton-Like Method 
1. Given c。，iterate Algorithm 1 once to obtain c^ and write = [P?，•.. ,Pn.-
2. For /c 二 1 until convergence, do: 
(a) Solve vf inexactly in the one-step inverse power method 
{A{c') — A*/)vf == p f - i + tf ’ 1 < z < n, (2.9) 
until the residual tf satisfies 
||tf||<^. (2.10) 
‘ 4 
(b) Normalize vf to obtain an approximate eigenvector pf of A{c^): 
pf = 斗 ， 1 < ^  < n. (2.11) 
� i 
(c) Form the approximate Jacohian matrix: 
[Jkh = ( p f ) ^ ^ . p ? , j S n . (2.12) 
(d) Solve inexactly from the approximate Jacobian equation 
J • ； = 入 ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
until the residual r^ satisfies 
llr^ll < ( m a x - ^ ) ' ' , 1<P<2. (2.14) 
V l<i<n v^ / 
— _ ，I 
Note that the main difference between Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 is that we 
solve (2.9) and (2.13) approximately rather than exactly as in (2.5) and (2.7). 
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2.4 Convergence Analysis 
In the remaining of this paper, we will use c^ to denote the A;th iterate pro-
duced by Algorithm 3, and let and { q “ c ” } ? = i be the eigenvalues and 
normalized eigenvectors of i.e. 
f 0, j <n, 
A ( c ” q “ c ” 二 M c ” q “ c ” and q “ c ” T q 办 ” 
[ 1 , l<i = j<n. 
(2.15) 
As in [3], we assume that the given eigenvalues {A*}JLi are distinct and that 
the Jacobian J(c*) defined in (2.3) is nonsigular at the solution c*. Under these 
two assumptions, we prove in this section that if the initial guess c° is close to 
the solution c*，then the sequence {c^} converges to c* with 
||c“i - c*|| < 
for a constant a independent of k. Here [5 is the parameter given in (2.14). We 
begin by estimating the distance between pf in (2.9) and qi(c^). 
Lemma 1 Let tf and pf be as in (2.9). Assume that 
-A*| > 7 > 0 , 1 < ^ J < n, (2.16) 
|qz(c”T(pf-i + > ^ > 0 , 1 < z < n. (2.17) 
Then lue have 
l<i<n (2.18) 
K l l ？ 
and 
llpf — < — AH, l<'i<n. (2.19) ？7 
Proof: Let us prove (2.18) first. Since { q “ c ” } [ L i is an orthonormal basis, we 
can write + tf as 
n 
P f - i + t f = ； (c ' ) (2-20) 
j=i 
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for some。G M, J•二 1 , . . .，n . By (2.10) and (2.11), we have 
公 经 二 I I P ” + tf||2 < ( l l p n i + lltfll)' < ( 1 + 全)2 < 2. (2.21) 
Combining (2.9) with (2.20), we have 
vf = (A(c^) 一 二 ；f:6.G4(c” — 1 < ^ < 
Clearly q^-(c^) are eigenvectors for ( A ( c ” - 入 ; I ) ] with eigenvalues (A^-(c^) 一 
Hence we have 
v^ = V — — ^ — — q ? ( c ”， l<i<n. (2.22) 
Therefore for i = 1 , . . . , n, 
M ^ l ^ I w T W ； 二 161 V fe⑵她一幻, 
(2.23) 
i.e. 
丄 ^ I M c ” - A T I (2.24) 
一 
Note that by (2.20) (2.17), and the fact that { q “ c ” } J L i are orthonormal, we 
have 
= + t f ) | > e > 0 , 1 = 1,…，n. (2.25) 
Putting this into (2.24) and we have proved (2.18). 
Next we establish (2.19). For 2 = 1 , . . . , n, we can write pf in (2.11) as 
� j=i 
for some pj G M, j = 1,. . ., n. Using (2.15) and (2.22), we have 
ft = q 办 YP? = 
i j=i 3 \ J % 
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By (2.23), this becomes 
� |A“c” — A*I 广 • T ^ 
汰 二 办 ” — A T F ) q 办 ） ^ A 办 ” 
Since q “ c ” are orthonormal, we have 
Pi — t 乙广2[入.(cA：、一入* 2 
Notice that by (2.12), the entries of the approximate Jacobian matrix Jk are 
independent of the signs of pf. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that the sign of pf is such that A = qJc^Tpf > 0，i.e. 
For any t > 0, since 
1 - ( … “ ： v t W + ^ / T T 7 ) “ 
we have 
Or by (2.25), we have 
It follows from (2.16) and (2.21) that 
1 _ A S ^ L b - ^ . 
Finally, since ||pf || = ||q“c”|| = 1, we have 
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Hence (2.19) is proved. 口 
Next we estimate the errors in 入办” and q办”. I n particular, we show that 
assumption (2.16) in Lemma 1 holds. 
Lemma 2 Let the given eigenvalues {A*}5Li be distinct and {qz(c*)}[Li be the 
normalized eigenvectors of A{c*) corresponding to Then there exist positive 
numbers 6o, po, and 7, such that if ||c" - c*|| < 0^； then 
I 入 — S —c*||， l<i<n, (2.26) 
||q^(c')-q^(c*)|| < Pol|c'-c*||, 1 < ^ < ri, (2.27) 
|A,(c”一 2 7 � 0 ’ l < i ¥ ^ J < n . (2.28) 
Proof: This follows from the analyticity of simple eigenvalues and their corre-
sponding eigenvectors, see for instance [6, p.249]. • 
By using the continuity of matrix inverses, we can show that the approximate 
Jacobian matrix 4 of Algorithm 3 (see (2.12)) is nonsingular, provided that the 
approximate eigenvector pf is close to qi(c*). 
Lemma 3 Let the Jacobian J(c*) be nonsigular. Then there exist positive num-
bers 61 and pi, such that if max||pf — qi(c*)|| < Si, then Jk is nonsingular and 
l<i<n 
II J,-^ 11 < Pi. (2.29) 
Proof: By (2.12) and (2.3), we have 
\[Jkh - [J{cnU = — 1 < i.J < n. 
Hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
|[4]”. - [J(c*)]”.| = |(P? — — q.(c*)^A,(q,(c*) 一 pf)| 
< IIP? — q^ (c*)||||A,||||pf|| + ||q.(c*)||||A,||||p? — q.(c*)|| 
= - q “ c * ) | | , 1 < i j < n. 
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In particular, using the Frobenius norm || • ||f, we have 
\\Jk — J ( c * ) | | < \\Jk — ^(c*) I If < 2nmax | | � | max ||pf — q“c*)||. 
Since J(c*) is nonsingular, by the continuity of matrix inverses, we see that J^^ 
exist and || J厂”丨 are uniformly bounded. • 
Next we give an estimate on the error of Jk. For this, we need the following 
lemma. Recall by (2.4) that J(c*)c* =入*. 
Lemma 4 Let w, be vectors approximating qi(c*) fori = l,...,n. Define the 
approximate Jacobian matrix = wjAjWi for 1 < i j < n. Then 
IIJwC* - 入 *|| < 2n||A*|U max ||w, 一 q . ( c * ) f . (2.30) 
Proof: Let W = [Wi，...，w”] and Q(c*) = [qi(c*),..., qn(c*)]. Define A* 二 
diag[A]；,..., A；] and ^ = Q(c*fW — I. Then we have 
W^A{e)W = = (I-h BfA*(I + F) 
=A* + -i-A*E-hE^A*E. (2.31) 
By (2.1), the diagonal entries of W^A(c*)W are given by 
n n 
j=i j=i 
By comparing it with the diagonal entries of (2.31), we see that J^c* - A* is the 
vector of diagonal entries of 丑�A* + 八*£：& + 五f The bound (2.30) on these 
diagonal entries has already been established for instance in [6, pp. 249-251], see 
also [1]. • 
By applying the lemma to Jk and in (2.12), we have the following 
corollary. 
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Corollary 1 Let 
三 4 c * - A * . (2-32) 
Then 
s l^l < 2n||A*||oo max ||pf — q . ( c * ) f . (2.33) 
l<i<n 
According to Lemmas 2—4，we define 
p = + (2-34) / 
a = pi(2n||A*||oy + 4 � g ) , (2.35) 
5 = m m { l A A ， 全 ( 2 . 3 6 ) 
Now we come to the main lemma of the paper, which gives the convergence rate 
in terms of maxi<^<„ ||pf — q“c*)| . 
Lemma 5 Let the given eigenvalues {A*}JLi be distinct and the Jacohian J(c*) 
be nonsigular. Then the conditions 
||c^-c*|| < - C*|| (2.37) 
and 
max llpf—1 - q,(c*)|| < — c*|| (2.38) 
l<i<n 
imply 
max ||p?-q.(c*)|| <p||c^"-c*|| (2.39) 
l<i<n 
and 
| | c � _c*|| < - c * f . (2.40) 
Proof: We begin by proving that (2.17) holds with ^ = 1/4. Note that 
llpf-1 — q 办 < llpf—1 — q.(c*)|| + ||q.(c*) — 
Using (2.38) and (2.27). this becomes 
IIP” — q“c"’)|| < p||c"�i — c*|| + pollc^ - c*||. 
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Hence it follows from (2.37) and (2.36) that 
k_ 1 ：^ 
Since pf and q^(c^) are normalized vectors, we have 
q “ c ” | | 2 二 （ p f - i ) T p f - i - 2 q “ c ” T p f - i + q “ c Y q “ c ” 
= 2 - p f - ^ 
Therefore > 1/2. Hence by (2.10), we have 
q“c”了(pf—1 + t f ) > 臺 + q “ c Y t ? > I — IMc”||||tf|| > 去. 
Thus (2.17) holds with { = 1/4. Recall that by (2.28), assumption (2.16) also 
holds. Therefore, by Lemma, 1, (2.18) and (2.19) are valid with ？ = 1/4. 
Let us now prove (2.39). Note that 
IIpf 一 q,(c*)|| < llpf - q,(c")|| + H { c ' ) — q.(c*)|h 1 < ^ < n. (2.41) 
Puttiiiji, ^ = 1/4 ill (2.19) and using (2.26), we have 
IIpf - q,(c")|| < 竺|A,(c人.）一A*| < — c*||. 1 < / < n. 
I I 
By (2.27). \v(�have 
PiUtiii^ u, th(�last two im�qualiti(�s into (2.41) and using (2.34). we have 
IIpf — q,(c")|| < -{>4c' — c/|| + M,||c/' — c'll = "lie人.一c*||. 1 � / g 
Thus (‘_).•、!)）is prrnvd. 
Next \\v pr()\-e (2.40). Coiiihiiiiii^ (2.13) with (2.32), \vr have J “ c ' — (：“+‘) 二 
s人—I丄.Tlu�i,(�fm-(�1)\- (2.2!)). wo hav(> 
— c-|| < II./厂iii(|is�|| 丄 + (2.42) 
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By (2.33) and (2.39)，we have ||s^ || < 2n||A*l|ooP'l|c' - c * f . Putting { 二 1/4 in 
(2.18) and using (2.26), we get 
- V < 4|A,(c^) — A*I < 4po||c' 一 c*||, 1 2 2 2 n. 
V-
I 
Hence by (2.14), ||r^|| < 4 � — c * f . Thus (2.42) becomes 
||c“i - c*|| < p,{2n\\X*\U'\\c' — c*f + 赠 - c*r ) . 
By (2.37), 
||c“i - c*|| < pi(2n||入*||oop2沪+ 4 � � — c * r < — c*||", 
where the last inequality follows from (2.35) and the fact that ^ < 1. • 
With Lemma 5, we are in the position to prove the local convergence of 
Algorithm 3. 
Theorem 1 Let the given eigenvalues {入 }^?=1 be distinct and the Jacobmn J(c*) 
be nonsigular. Then Algorithm 3 is locally convergent with convergence rate (5. ‘ 
More precisely, if ||c° - c*|| < S, then c" converges to c* with 
||c厂+i—c*|| < a||c^-c*f, k = l,2,.... 
Here a and S are defined in (2.35) and (2.36) respectively. 
Proof: We first prove by mathematical induction that (2.37) and (2.38) are true 
for all k. 
For k = L we recall that the first step of Algorithm 3 is the same as the first 
iteration of Algorithm 1. In particular, p° 二 q j c � ) are the exact eigenvectors of 
A(c。）. It follows from (2.27) that 
IIP? — q,(c*)|| < Pollc�— c*|| < d i e � - c*||. (2.43) 
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Hence (2.38) is true for •二 1. Also since the Jacobian equation is solved ex-
actly in the first iteration, we have ||rO|| = 0. From (2.33) and (2.43), ||s°| < 
2n||A*||ooP^ ||c° 一 c * f . Put these two estimates into (2.42) and we have 
||ci 一 c*|| <pi(2n||A*||ooP')||c°-c*f. 
It follows from (2.35) and (2.36) that 
||ci - c*|| < a||cO 一 c f < a列 c �一 c*|| < l i e � - c*|| < & 
Thus (2.37) is also valid for /c 二 1. 
Next we assume that (2.37) and (2.38) are true for all positive integers less 
than or equal to k. Then by Lemma 5, (2.39) and (2.40) are valid for the same 
k,s. By (2.39), we see that (2.38) is true for /c + 1. Moreover by (2.40), (2.37) 
and (2.36), we have 
i.e. (2.37) is also true for k ^ l . Thus by mathematical induction, we have proved 
that (2.37) and (2.38) are true for all positive integers k. Therefore by Lemma 5, 
(2.40) also holds for all positive /c, and the theorem is established. 口 
2.5 Numerical Experiments 
In this section, we compare the convergence rate of Algorithm 2 (the Newton-like 
method) with that of Algorithm 3 (the inexact Newton-like method). We use 
Toeplitz matrices as our Ai in (2.1): 
/ o 1 0 • … 0 、 / O O . … 0 1、 
1 0 1 ••• ； 0 • • • . . . … 0 
= / , As = 0 1 ... ... 0 ’ . . . ’ 义n= : ... ... ... : • 
: • • . ... 0 1 0 . . . ... ... 0 
、 0 . … 0 1 0 乂 … 0 0 乂 
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^ 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 Algorithm 2 
Iterations ‘ 8.3 6.5 5.1 4.8 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 
Table 2.1: Average numbers of outer iterations for Algorithms 2 and 3. 
In particular, A(c) is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix with first column equals to c. 
All our tests were done in Matlab. 
In the tests, we tried Algorithms 2 and 3 on ten 60-by-60 matrices. For each 
matrix, we first generate c* with entries randomly chosen between 0 and 10. Then 
we compute the eigenvalues {A;}二i of A(c*). The initial guess c � i s formed by 
chopping the components of c* to two decimal places. For both algorithms, the 
stopping tolerance for the outer (Newton) iterations is 10一i�. The inner systems 
(2.5), (2.7), (2.9), and (2.13) are all solved by the Matlab-provided QMR method 
.5]. The stopping tolerances for (2.5) and (2.7) is lO—i�，and for (2.9) and (2.13), 
they will be as given in the equations. Besides the tolerances, we also set the 
maximum number of iterations allowed to 400 for all inner iterations. For the 
inverse power equations (2.5) and (2.9), we use vf—i as the initial guess, and 
for the approximate Jacobian equations (2.7) and (2.13)，we use as the initial 
guess. 
Table 1.1 gives the average numbers of outer iterations for the ten test matrices 
with respect to different choices of P. For comparison, we also give the average 
number of outer iterations for Algorithm 2. We see that for P between 1.6 and 2, 
our method converges at the same rate as Algorithm 2. In Table 1.2, we give the 
total numbers of inner iterations (averaged over the ten test matrices) required 
by the inverse power method (i.e. (2.5) in Algorithm 2 and (2.9) in Algoritm 3) 
and by the approximate Jacobian equation (i.e. (2.7) in Algorithm 2 and (2.13) 
in Algorithm 3). We see that if jS > 1.3, then one requires less inner iterations in 
Algorithm 3 than that in Algorithm 2. The most effective (3 is around 1.6. 
From Tables 1.1-1.2, we can conclude that Algorithm 3 with [3 between 1.6 
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P 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 Algo. 2 
Inverse 
Power 36.1 26.5 17.0 15.9 12.8 12.5 12.7 12.9 13.1 13.1 21.8 
Method 
Approximate 
Jacobian 1.02 .873 .746 .735 .701 .690 .717 .729 .737 .741 0.930 
Equation 
Table 2.2: Averaged total numbers of inner iterations in thousands. 
and 2 is much better than Algorithm 2. To further illustrate this, we plot in 
Figure 1.1 the convergence history for one of the test matrices. To illustrate the 
oversolving problem, we plot the error \\ck — c*||2 of the iterates both in the outer 
iterations and also in the inner iterations with the marks denote the errors at the 
outer iterations. We can see that our method converges faster than Algorithm 
2. Moreover, for Algorithm 2, oversolving problem is very significant (see the 
horizontal lines between iteration numbers 150 to 300, 430 to 520 and 690 to 800) 
whereas it is not quite significant for Algorithm 3 with [3 = 2 (see the horizontal 
lines near iteration numbers 430, 600, and 770). However, for (3 = 1.6, we only 
see oversolving at the second outer iteration between iteration numbers 150 to 
300 (the same as Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 3 with (3 = 2) and there are no 
oversolving at all for the subsequent iterations. 
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Figure 2.1: Convergence history of one of the test matrices. 
Chapter 3 
A DCT Based Watermarking 
Scheme for Copyright Protection 
of Images 
3.1 Introduction 
In these days and ages, digital media has become important media of information 
distribution. It just requires less effort to make numerous copies of digital infor-
mation. One of the major problems is the lack of effective copyright protection 
of digital media to discourage the illegal copying and distribution. 
Digital watermarking has been proposed as a way to protect the copyright 
on digital media. The watermark is a digital code to embedded in the host 
data (image) permanently. When the ownership of host data is in doubt, the 
watermark can be extracted to clarify the owner. 
Conventionally, digital watermarking techniques can be classified into two 
types. In the first type, the watermark is embedded into the spatial domain (see 
for instance [8] and [9]). For the second type, the watermarking technique embeds 
the watermark into the frequency domain (see for instance [10] and [11]). This 
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method transforms the original data into the frequency domain, which embeds 
the watermark after using frequency transform. The proposed scheme belongs to 
the second type of watermarking techniques. 
To achieve the maximum protection of intellectual property with watermarked 
image, several requirements must be satisfied. 
• Invisible: The watermark embedded into the image should be invisible so 
as not to affect the quality of the image. 
• Statistically undetectable: Except the copyright owner, any people should 
not have the ability to detect the existence of the watermark. 
• Robustness: The watermark should not be destroyed without significantly 
degrade the quality of the image. In the other words, the watermark should 
survive even if some common image processing operations are applied, such 
as lossy compression, blurring, filtering, cropping, etc. 
• Security: It should be impossible to remove the watermark even if the 
watermarking scheme is known, at least without obviously degrading the 
host image. 
In recent years, several image watermarking technique have been proposed. 
However, none of the techniques gives solution that satisfies all the above require-
ments at the same time. Therefore further research on digital image watermarking 
for copyright protection of images is needed. 
In this chapter, an invisible watermarking scheme is proposed. We consider 
embedding a small rectangular binary image into a host image. First, the small 
rectangular binary image is repeated many times (depending on the size of the 
host image and the binary image) to form the watermark. Repetition of the em-
bedded binary image makes the watermark more robust. Then the watermark 
is embedded into the frequency domain of the host image transformed by DCT. 
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Experimental results show that the proposed method can retrieve the embed-
ded data even when the watermarked image is attacked by some common image 
processing operations, such as lossy compression, blurring, and sharpening. 
This chapter is organized as follows. §2 gives an introduction of some back-
ground knowledge. In §3, we introduce our watermarking approaches, the em-
bedding processes and the retrieving precesses. §4 demonstrates the experimental 
results of the proposed digital watermarking technique. Some other applications 
of digital watermarking are discussed in §5 and conclusion is presented in §6. 
3.2 Preliminary 
In this section, we describe some basic knowledge that is necessary for our wa-
termarking technique. 
Digital image processing basically requires a computer upon which to process 
images. Since computers work with numerical data rather than pictorial data, 
it is preferable to convert the image to numerical form before processing. This 
conversion is called digitization. 
3.2.1 Gray-level image 
For gray-level image, it is divided into small regions called pixels. The most com-
mon subdivision scheme is the rectangular sampling grid, in which the image is 
divided into horizontal lines made up of adjacent pixels. At each pixel location, 
the image brightness is sampled and quantized to generates an integer that rep-
resents the brightness of the image at that point. When this has been done for all 
pixels, the image is represented by a matrix of integers. And these integer values 
are called the gray levels. 
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3.2.2 Color image 
A color digital image is typically represented by a triplet of values, one for each of 
the color channels, as in the frequently-used red, green, blue (RGB) color scheme. 
The individual color values are almost universally 8-bit values, resulting in a total 
of 3 bytes (or 24 bits) per pixel. This yields a threefold increase in the storage 
requirements for color versus monochrome images. 
The RGB color scheme is just one of many color representation methods used 
in practice. Another color space describes scenes not in terms of red, green and 
blue, but as hue, saturation and intensity (HSI). It may be preferable to modify 
an image in HSI color space rather than RGB. For example, we might want to 
change the color of a bright yellow object into blue, but we want to leave the rest 
of the scene, including its highlights and shadows unaffected. This would be a 
difficult task in RGB, but it is relatively simple in HSI. Because the yellow pixels 
of the object have a specific range in hue component, regardless of intensity or 
saturation, those pixels can be isolated easily and hence modify easily, thus giving 
a different-colored object. 
The last color spaces to be discussed are those based on luminance and chromi-
nance, which correspond to brightness and color. These color spaces are denoted 
as YUV and YIQ. The YUV space is used for the PAL broadcast television system 
used in Europe. The YIQ color space is used for the NTSC broadcast standard 
in North America. The two methods are nearly identical, using slightly different 
conversion equations to transform to and from RGB color space. In both systems, 
Y is the luminance or brightness component and the I and Q (or U and V) are 
the chrominance, or color, components. These are the variables that are changed 
by the brightness, color, and tint controls on a television. The conversion from 
RGB to YIQ and YUV is given by the following equations. 
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/0.299 0.587 0 . 1 1 4 � ( R � 
I = 0.596 0.274 0.322 G , 
^QJ y0.211 0.523 �.312乂 
/ 0.299 0.587 0 . 1 1 4 � ( R ^ 
U = -0.147 -0.289 0.437 G . 
y 0.615 -0.515 - 0 . 1 y yB^ 
3.2.3 The Discrete Cosine transform 
A transform is an operation that maps members of one set to members of another 
set. The input to the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is a set of numeric values 
and the output is a set of the same size. The DCT is an invertible transform, 
which means that its output coefficients can be used to recreate the original input 
values. This reverse process is called Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT). 
The DCT transforms the set of input values into a set of coefficients to cosine 
function with increasing frequencies. Each of the original values is transformed 
into the sum of cosines. 
The DCT is commonly used to process data organized in either one or two 
dimensions. The 2-dimensional DCT maps a matrix s of size 7Vi x N] into another 
matrix S of size 7Vi x TV?, and is defined as 
外 ’ ” ) ^ 华 华 ! i f > ’ — P ^ ] cos 
x=0 y=0 1 2 
where C(0) = l/x/2, C(k) = 1 for k ^ 0. And its reverse process is defined as 
华 外 ， c o s [ i ^ ] COS [ i ^ ] � 
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3.3 Watermarking Approaches 
In this section, we describe the detail of our copyright protecting watermarking 
algorithm for gray scale images. For color images, the same technique is applied 
to the matrix of the intensity component in YIQ mode. 
3.3.1 Insertion procedures 
In this subsection, we consider to insert a small rectangular binary image S (of 
size m X n with the ij-th entry Sij G { — 1 ,1 } ) into a gray level host image I (of 
size M X N). To make the watermark more robust, the small binary image S is 
inserted to the host image v x h times, where h = — and v = — . In other 
L 」 L yyi -
words, we embed the watermark 
S . • • S 
w= \ ： 
• • • Sj 
into the host image. Here the size of W is vm x hn which is usually smaller than 
the host image I. 
In order to make a noise-like watermark, we use a key as a seed to generate 
a pseudo-random binary matrix P with size as same as W, that is, [P]ij G { —1,1} 
for any i = 1 ,…，vm and j = 1，…，hn. The pseudo-random matrix serve for 
spreading the watermark evenly as well as encrypting the watermark. Since 
the average value of the watermark should be zero (noise-like), we perform the 
following procedures to get the adjusted watermark W . 
1. Wl^ 二 W^J X Py ioT 1 < I < vm, 1 < J < hn. 
2. W = ir -
Here W is the average value of W . 
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Figure 3.1: Watermark insertion. 
- -—一 
Noting that the signs of Wij and W/^ - are the same since \W'\ < 1. Therefore 
we can determine the value of W^ as well as the embedded watermark W by the 
sign of the entries of l y . 
The adjusted watermark is then magnified by an amplitude factor a. This 
parameter is a constant that determines the strength of the watermark. That is, 
the watermark will become more robust but visible if we choose a larger a. 
Next, the watermark is embedded to a sub-image I (of the same size as the 
watermark) of the host image I through the following procedures: 
1. Two dimensional DCT is used to transform the sub-image to frequency 
domain. 
2. The watermark is embedded to the frequency domain by adding the ad-
justed watermark to the magnitude of the frequency domain of the sub-
image. 
3. Two-dimension inverse DCT is performed to obtain the watermarked sub-
image. 
4. Embed the watermarked sub-image to the original host image. 
The embedding process is summarized in Figure 3.1. 
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3.3.2 Retrieval procedures 
Usually, we do not have the original host image when we want to retrieve the 
watermark. Therefore a retrieval process that can extract the watermark without 
the knowledge of the original image is preferable. 
After the insertion process, the watermark appear as a noise in the host im-
age. Hence, by the watermarked sub-image I，a denoising process enables us to 
calculate the prediction of the original sub-image I. A simple denoising method 
is to blur the watermarked image in the magnitude of the frequency domain. In 
other words, we approximate the value of the D C T coefficient of the original sub-
image DCT{T)ij by averaging the values of the (2c + 1) x (2c + 1) neighborhood 
centered at (j, j): 
i+c j+c � 
\DCT{%j\ := Y . l<i<vn,l<j<hm. 
乂 乂 x=i—c y—j—c 
To extract the watermark, the different between the predicted and the water-
marked sub-image is 
taken. If D(7T(I)”. > L>CT(I)”. (the value of (z,j)-th entry 
of the watermarked image becomes larger than that of the original sub-image), 
一 — 、 --‘―^ 
then PijWij > 0, where PW is the prediction of encrypted watermark. Therefore 
we predict that: 
p _ f 1, \DCT{1),,\ > \DCT(l),jl 
” \ - 1 ， 翻 < |ZX7T(f)”.|， 
and hence the original watermark W can be predicted. 
During the retrieval process, we compare the values between the watermarked 
image and the predicted original image. We cannot expect that the predicted 
original image is exactly the same as the original image, hence the bits of the 
predicted watermark \V may not be correct. Since the watermark is just a repe-
tition of a small binary image 5. the retrieval process will be more reliable if we 
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Figure 3.2: Watermark extraction, 
use the rule of majority count 
‘ V h 
1, y ^ y ^ W(a:-l)m+i,{y-l)n+j > •， 
p x=l y=l 1 z - / 1 z . z 
Sij = ^ l < i < m , l < j <n. 
� x = l y—1 
Since the pseudo-random matrix P is a necessity for extracting the watermark, 
the scheme does not work if a wrong pseudo-random matrix is use. Hence P can 
act as a private key in the watermarking scheme. 
For comparison, we define a similarity measure between the extracted and the 
referenced watermarks: 
Correlation Value iCV)= , 
hvmn 
where X is the total number of matched bits between the extracted watermark 
and the referenced watermarks. 
The retrieving process is summarized in Figure 3.2. 
3.4 Experimental results 
Firstly, the experiments were conducted on four images with size 256 x 256: Lena 
(color), Airplane (color), Peppers (color) and Fishing boat (monochrome). For 
the embedded seal image, we use a 10 x 20 binary image "YCK2". All images 
are shown in Figure 3.3. 
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256 256 
In the experiments, we set v = —— = 25 and h 二 L i ^ J 二 12. Hence the 
L 10 � L 20 
watermark and the sub-image are of size 250 x 240 which is sufficient to repeat 
the seal image for 300 times. The parameters have been set as follows: The 
amplitude factor is 4, the secret key is 1218 and c is l (the convolution window 
is 3 X 3). Noting that the user must keep the secret key since it is required to 
extract the watermark. 
The watermarked images are shown in Figure 3.4. As the amplitude factor 
is quite small, the watermark is invisible to human (the signal to noise ratio are 
between 35 and 37). The robustness is tested under several type of common 
attacks: JPEG (with quality factor 80, 60, 40 respectively), blurring (with mask 
size 5 x 5 , 7 x 7 , 9 x 9 respectively), sharpening, GIF compression and posterization 
(keep the first n most significant bits only where n is the posterization factor). 
For comparison, we show the watermarked image "Lena" with some attacked 
image in Figure 3.5. The CV Values are shown in Table 3.1. In Figure 3.6, we 
plot the graylevel retrieved seal of "Lena" under these attacks 
Si，j = t t ^{k-l)m+i,il-l)n+j 
k=l 1=1 
where m, n is the size of the embedded seal image. The seal image “YCK2，’ can 
be seen clearly. 
Comparing with the watermarking scheme which is based on Fourier trans-
form, our scheme can achieve higher recovery rate and more robust for most of the 
common attacks. However, the D C T based watermarking scheme is not robust 
for the cropping operation in which the Fourier transform based watermarking 
scheme can deal with it if the original watermark image size is known, which can 
be attribute to the shifting property of the Fourier transform [12 . 
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Figure 3.3: The Original and the Seal Images. 
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Figure 3.4: Watermarked Images. 
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5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 Figure 3.6: The Retrieved Seals from Watermarked Lena. 
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Lena Airplane Peppers Fishing boat (monochrome) 
No Operation 1 1 1 1 
JPEG 90 1 1 1 1 
JPEG 70 0.975 0.97 0.95 0.975 
JPEG 50 0.88 0.83 0.855 0.895 
GIF 0.985 0.995 0.985 0.995 
Blurring 5x5 1 0.99 0.98 1 
Blurring 7x7 0.955 0.965 0.95 0.97 
Blurring 9x9 0.88 0.905 0.825 0.9 
Sharpening 1 1 1 1 
Posterization n=3 1 1 1 0.995 
Posterization n=2 0.985 0.99 0.995 0.885 
Table 3.1: CV Values. 
3.5 Other Applications 
In this section, several applications of watermarking other than copyright protec-
tion are discussed. They include data hiding, authentication, fingerprinting and 
copy control. 
3.5.1 Data Hiding 
Data hiding is one of the earliest applications of digital watermarking. The 
problem is that two persons want to send messages secretly through a public 
channel. By watermarking technique, they can embed the messages into an image 
as a watermark and then send the image. Any people can get the image easily. 
However, without the key, there are no way to obtain the secret messages. 
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3.5.2 Authentication 
For digital images, it is very easy to change the features. However, detecting such 
a change is far from simple. In many applications such as medical imaging, the 
verification of an original image is very important. 
In these cases, we may embed a fragile watermark (Watermark that will be 
destroyed if any content of the image is modified) into the image. The existence 
of the watermark is an evidence that the current image has not been modified. 
3.5.3 Fingerprinting 
The idea of fingerprinting is that we embed different watermark in the copies of 
the same content. This allows the content distributor to trace back the illegal 
copies. An application of fingerprinting is in the distribution of movies. 
3.5.4 Copy Control 
It is possible for recording devices to react to the embedded watermark. A copy 
control system comprising a Primary Mark and a Copy Mark, for preventing 
unauthorized recording and playback. The system offers playback control, record-
ing control, and generational copy control according to four copy protection states 
- " C o p y Freely," "Copy Once," "No More Copying" and "Never Copy" - which 
are specified by the Primary Mark and Copy Mark. 
A Primary Mark contains Copy Control Information and represents “ Copy 
Freely," ” Copy Once," and “ Never Copy" in the case where there is no Copy 
Mark. A Copy Mark is inserted to “ Copy Once” content to change the status to 
” No More Copying". 
A detector sends a signal to the recording/playback controller to stop or insert 
noise when it detects ” Never Copy” or “ Copy Once" with a Copy Mark. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we propose a watermarking scheme for embedding a seal image. 
We apply this technique to the frequency domain of the host image in which 
two dimensional DCT is used. Experimental results show that the proposed 
watermarking scheme gives great robustness to common attacks such as JPEG, 
GIF compression, posterization, blurring and sharpening. 
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